We introduce and motivate the notion of value minimizing a function in circumscription. Value minimization concerns limiting the interpretation of functions/terms to those elements of the universe which are minimal w.r.t. a weight criterion, understood as the cost we incur in choosing them. We show how Lifschitz's Nested Abnormality Theories make it possible to axiomatize both function minimization and the weight criteria within a theory which is easy to understand and modify.
Ever since Circumscription was de ned, it has been possible to vary function symbols in the minimization process, i.e. to select minimal models irrespective of the interpretation of the function symbol. The best known example is perhaps Baker's theory of action e ects where function Result is let to vary while the e ects of actions are minimized. On the other hand, the idea of minimizing a term is not found {to the best of our knowledge{ anywhere in the circumscription literature.
Lifschitz's Nested Abnormality Theories allow the minimization of several predicates, each w.r.t. a subset of the theory. This is done as follows: an abnormality predicate is minimized w.r.t. a subtheory, understood as de ning a predicate or a function to which some default assumption apply.
Nested Abnormality Theories (NATs) seem to us the best methodology proposed so far for classical-logic axiomatizations of commonsense reasoning. NATs allow us to single out and discuss the issue of minimizing term values, i.e. to make models of a theory interpret a term into an element of the 1 fchitta,alfredog@cs.utep.edu 2 provetti@cir d.unibo.it 3 Group Web page: http://www.cs.utep.edu/csdept/krgroup.html domain which is minimal w.r.t. an externally-de ned criterion. This criterion is understood as the cost which we incur in choosing such an object. When the domain is explicit, i.e. when each individual thereof has a term to represent itself in the theory, then the term minimization criterion can be speci ed by a NAT, thus achieving compact representations of knowledge.
In this note we extend Lifschitz's work and make the case for applying circumscription to terms as a convenient and sound technique for commonsense reasoning. In Section 3 we introduce an explicit de nition of value minimization. We continue in the following section with a model-theoretic de nition, similar to Lifschitz's for standard predicate circumscription. Finally, we show in Section 5 how value minimization is captured using predicate circumscription within the framework of NATs.
Two examples of treating functions
Before discussing value minimization in general, let us illustrate how varying and minimizing functions has been used very recently in theories of actions and change. Both examples concern a NAT axiomatization.
Starting from Baker's 4] treatment of action in circumscription, Kartha and Lifschitz in 4] formalize actions with non-deterministic e ects and non-frame uents. One important step in de ning the theory is to axiomatize the notion that \the result of performing an action is normally de ned." This is done by postulating the axiom Result(a; s) = ? Ab(a; s) and minimizing Ab, which implies that a state {denoted Result(a,s){ is set to inde nite only when other axioms of the theory imply it to be inde nite.
Recently in 4], we have discussed the relationship between speci cations in the action description language L 4] and NAT-style circumscriptive theories. There we were faced with the minimization of a particular term, Sit map(S N ), that mapped the current-situation symbol S N onto a sequence of actions, understood as the history of the domain, e.g. a model of the theory would be such that:
M j= Sit map(S 0 ) = : : : M j= Sit map(S N ) = A k A k?1 : : :
where terms A k : : :A 2 A 1 are understood as \A 1 then A 2 then : : : etc." Minimizing the length of the sequence of actions assigned to S N was required to formalize the assumption \no actions occurred except those needed to explain the facts in the theory" which is present in the semantics of L.
Example 1 (discovering the occurrence of actions)
Consider the following simple story: initially, F is known to be false; at a later moment F is observed to be true; it is also known that A is the only action in the domain that causes F to become true. This story is described in L as follows:
A causes F :F at S 0 F at S 1 S 0 precedes S 1 Intuitively, we would like to conclude that action A occurred in the initial situation causing F to become true, and no other action has occured since or before. Taking the translation of this theory into NATs, it is easy to check that there is only one model M of the translation such that: 
Explicit domains
An axiomatic theory makes a domain explicit (Reiter 4] terms it domain closure assumption) when for each element of the domain there is a term which is interpreted onto it. Additionally, it can be assumed that any two constant symbols always denote di erent elements of the domain, this is termed unique name assumption (UNA). Clearly, these assumptions restrict models to domains which are isomorphic to the Herbrand domain, in a fashion similar to logic programming and deductive database semantics. These assumptions are almost normal in commonsense reasoning and we believe that there is no loss of generality w.r.t. to our purpose. Lifschitz 4] has used the axiomatization 5 of explicit domains as an example of applying minimization to a subset of the theory, i.e. in the way NATs work. What is important is that explicit domains allow us to express orderings on the elements of the domain itself, a device needed to express value minimization. Consequently, in the rest of the paper we will tacitly assume that all theories include axioms for explicit domains and unique names.
De nition 1 (Explicit domain)
A NAT is said to have an explicit domain i it contains axioms and blocks for DCA and UNA. Now we can proceed to discuss value minimization.
De nition of value minimization
In value minimization we compare values of functions relative to an ordering R. This comparison is analogous to the comparison between extents of predicates relative to set inclusion in predicate circumscription. Let us introduce some notation: Let T R ( ; z) be a theory where a function symbol and function/predicate symbols in tuple z appear as free variables. T R ( ; z) also contains a de nition of ordering R. This ordering is assumed to be de ned s.t. it is interpreted the same way in all models of the theory.
We will use the following notation with functions: let , 0 be two function symbols, then R 0 stands for 8x(R( (x); 0 (x))) < R 0 stands for ( R 0 )^:( 0 R ) We use R;t 1 ;:::;tn to denote the same relation but with respect to a nite number n of ground terms: R;t 1 ;:::;tn 0 stands for V i=1;:::;n (R( (t i ); 0 (t i ))) Value minimization of a function with Z varied is de ned as follows:
Sometimes it is necessary to minimize the value of a function relative to a nite number of ground terms. This was the case in the example where the term Sit map(S N ) was minimized. In these cases we speak of term minimization. We de ne minimization of relative to terms t 1 ; : : :; t n as follows:
T R ( ; Z)^:9 0 ; z(T R ( 0 ; z)^ 0 < R;t 1 ;:::;tn ) Furthermore, since we only consider explicit domains, there is an even simpler formula for term minimization when the list Z is empty. Let c stand for a tuple of ground terms c 1 ; : : :; c k , not containing the constant , where k is the number of terms relative to which we want to minimize . 4 Model-theoretic de nition In this section we de ne value minimization in model-theoretic terms 6 . Let us rst introduce the following notation. Let I ]] stand for the set of tuples which belong to the extent of predicate in interpretation I. For functions we use I ]] to denote the codomain of in I. Also, we use I ]]( ) to denote the object which |according to interpretation I| function maps term into. Since we are considering Herbrand models only, we can have expressions like I ]]( ) = where is a term of the language of the object theory.
De nition 2 (Value-minimal) Let T be a theory, let be a function and Z a tuple of predicate/function constants in the language of T. Let R be a partial order de ned over the elements of the universe. if and only if M is a model of T R ( ; Z) and it is minimal relative to ( ;R);Z . 2 6 
Value minimization using NATs
To see why value minimization in NATs is simpler and more structured than the formulation in Section 3, let us start by observing how De nition 2 above concerns minimization relative to a xed, external criterion R, which is a partial ordering between elements of the universe.
The key feature of NATs is that an axiomatization of R, i.e. basically the closure under re exivity, transitivity and anti-symmetry, can be added as a block without much complications. This involves minimizing R w.r.t. its axiomatization 7 .
A formalization of R and value-minimization in a form of circumscription other than NATs is bound to be more cumbersome since undesired side e ects are likely to occur, and thus careful prioritization would be needed.
De nition 3 (Term ordering)
We say that a NAT T has a term ordering R with respect to a function if it contains a block de ning a partial ordering R 
if and only if M is minimal relative to ( ;R);Z . 7 Notice that there is no extra complexity involved in this process, since transitive closures are always de ned as a second-order theory, as indeed the block de ning R is.
Proof:
Consider a theory T as described in the above proposition. Let T ;R be the NAT of the form (2) Let us now move on to de ne minimization of ground terms. As before, consider an explicit domain NAT T with term ordering R, and let be a function constant, t 1 ; : : : ; t n be ground terms, and Z be a tuple of predicate/function constants in the language of T. The following result is easily established.
Proposition 2 (Term-minimal equivalence)
A model M of T is a model 8 of f ; Z : 8y: R(y; (t 1 )) Ab(t 1 ; y) : : : 8y: R(y; (t n )) Ab(t n ; y) T g (4) if and only if M is minimal relative to ( ;t 1 ;:::;tn;R);Z . 2 6 Final Remarks (i) The straightforward results obtained here depend crucially on the possibility to de ne a partial order on terms independently from the interpretation. This requires axiomatizing a) explicit domains and b) partial orders, both of which require predicate circumscription to yield the expected results. The NAT syntax allows us to nest these as subblocks of the theory of interest. (ii) The blocks implementing value-minimization of a function are just another kind of block, and therefore can be part of another NAT. It was only for the sake of de nition that we described them as outermost w.r.t. theories. (iii) The ordering ( ;R);Z between structures in De nition 2 can be extended to value minimization of a set of functions and to incorporate possible priorities between them by following the standard approach 4]. (iv) Finally, let us point out how Lifschitz's NAT notation is readily adapted to our de nitions. We will write fC 1 ; : : :; C m ; min R : A 1 ; : : :; A n ; A R g (5) where A R de nes 9 R| to denote blocks of the form fC 1 ; : : : ; C m ; : R(y; (x)) Ab(x; y); A 1 ; : : :; A n ; A R g Intuitively, block (5) refers to a theory consisting of blocks A 1 ; : : :; A n and the block A R de ning R, and where value minimization of function is performed while predicate/function constants C 1 ; : : :; C m are varying.
A Overview of Nested Circumscription
This Appendix is a resume of Lifschit'z paper in AI Journal and has been included for referee' convenience. Circumscription 4, 4] with Nested Abnormality Theories (NATs) is a novel circumscription technique introduced in 4]. NATs allow the use of several abnormality predicates to specify a body of common-sense knowledge without their circumscription con icting. Lifschitz introduces the notion of block: a set of axioms A 1 ; : : : ; A n |possibly containing the abnormality predicate Ab| \describes" a set of predicates/constants C 1 ; : : :; C m , which are allowed to vary during circumscription of Ab. The notation for such a theory is In addition to NATs, Lifschitz 4] introduces the idea of replacing the predicate \Ab" by an existentially quanti ed variable. Noticing that Ab plays an auxiliary role and that the interesting consequences of the theory are those which do not contain Ab, Ab is replaced by an existentially quanti ed variable. To put it di erently, if F(Ab) denotes (A.2), and \ab" is a predicate variable of the same arity as Ab, we are interested in the consequences of the sentence 9abF (ab). The e ect of this modi cation is that abnormality predicates become local to the block where each of them is used.
A.1 Syntax and semantics of NATs
The following de nitions are from 4]. Let L be a second order language which does not include Ab. For every natural number k, let L k be the language obtained by adding the k-ary predicate constant Ab to L. fC 1 ; :::; C m : A 1 ; :::; A n g is a block if each C 1 ; : : : ; C m is a predicate or a function constant of L, and each A 1 ; : : : ; A n is a formula of L k or a block.
A Nested Abnormality Theory is a set of blocks. The semantics of NATs is characterized by a mapping ' from blocks into sentences of L. If A is a formula of language L k , 'A stands for the universal closure of A, otherwise 'fC 1 ; :::; C m : A 1 ; :::; A n g = 9abF (ab) where F(Ab) = CIRC 'A 1^: ::^'A n ; Ab; C 1 ; :::; C m ] For any NAT T, 'T stands for f'AjA 2 Tg. A model of T is a model of 'T in the sense of classical logic. A consequence of T is a sentence of language L that is true in all models of T. In this paper, as suggested in 4], we will use the abbreviation fC 1 ; : : :; C m ; min P : A 1 ; : : :; A n g to denote blocks of the form fC 1 ; : : :; C m ; P : P(x) Ab(x); A 1 ; : : :; A n g As the notation suggests, this type of block is used when it is necessary to circumscribe a particular predicate P in a block. In 4] it is shown that 'fC 1 ; : : :; C m ; min P : A 1 ; : : :; A n g is equivalent to the formula CIRC A 1^: : :^A n ; P; C 1 ; : : :; C m ] when each of A i is a sentence.
A.2 Axiomatization of orderings
As an example, consider the NAT de nition of subsequence 10 we had in 4] to order terms like A n : : : A 2 A 1 read as \A 1 then A 2 then : : : A n ".
Example 3 (De ning subsequences by a NAT) B Subsequence = fmin Subsequence : Subsequence( ; ) Subsequence( ; 1 ) Subsequence( ; a 1 ) Subsequence( ; 1 ) Subsequence(a ; a 1 ) g Of course, B Subsequence is a second order theory, irrespective from the NAT de nition. For the sake of our investigation, we are specially interested in NATs for which an equivalent rst-order formalization can be given. The idea is to simplify a theory of nested blocks by substituting the innermost blocks with their equivalent rst-order theories, and repeat the process inside out. The nal rst-order theory |if it exists| can be used for deduction or comparison purposes.
